
Past Future Perfect Simple

Name: Date: __/__/20__

Liberty and reform ___________________ a common grave.1. (find)would have found

___________________________________ for thwarted ambition,
delusive hope, and poverty?
2.

(mere love/compensate/?)
Would mere love have compensated

If you hadn't meant it you _____________________ rude in just that way.3.
(not/be)

wouldn't have been

If he had not intended to have cleared out, he ______________________
her.
4.

(not/sell)
would not have sold

If I could possibly have supposed them capable of treachery I certainly
_________________________ myself in their power.
5.

(not/trust)would not have trusted

And you may take my word for it, she _________________________ me.6.
(not/refuse)

would not have refused

A touch now and she _______________________ all.7. (confess)would have confessed

No; they ___________________ for the things of this world.8. (care)would have cared

Why, you used to drink twice as much milk as your money
__________________ for.
9.

(pay)would have paid

That gave me the first hint that you ___________________ in this
business.
10.

(act)
would have acted

But she _______________ as much for theirs, any day.11. (do)'d have done

I ____________________ this rather to have remained as hitherto,
without inquiry; but your inquiries have a right to be answered.
12.

(wish)
would have wished

It __________________ an act of enlightened philanthropy.13. (be)would have been

Most people ________________________ him interesting, but he was
devoted to her.
14.

(not/call)
would not have called
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Were there any natural relation between them it would seem probable
enough that the discovery of the first _________________ to that of the
others.

15.

(lead)
would have led

If Falstaff had been musical
_______________________________________ after dinner?
16.

(what instrument/he/choose/?)
what instrument would he have chosen

It was felt that a few years ago the honours __________________
elsewhere.
17.

(go)
would have gone

_________________________ exactly as we did yourself, Theo?18.
(you/not/do/?)

Wouldn't you have done

He admitted that if he hadn't been sure of the horse he
______________________ sure it was Tom.
19.

(not/be)would not have been

Suppose you had been dreadfully hurt just now, burnt, or-or dead,
______________________________?
20.

(what/it/matter/?)what would it have mattered
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